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Editorial
Welcome to the rebirth of the Fountain International
Magazine. Having come through the pregnancy, it and
has now been born onto the internet, and taking its’ first
breaths of new life in the world. Its’ aims are to bring
knowledge, curiosity, empowerment, creativity, a bonding
with like minded people, sharing, and a smile, but most
importantly Pure Love into the World.
The Fountain International Magazine has come from a
strong heritage, within its’ field, with many wonderful
writers and contributors. Its’ last issue was a Millennium
Special issue, and as I looked through the previous issues
of the magazine, I saw certain recurring themes. For
example, “The End of the World is Vastly Overrated”,
written with the year 2000 in mind, but is still relevant for
the much hyped 2012, and the article on the “London
Riots” of 1990, only last week there was major rioting in
London and other cities. Fountain International itself is
also going through a rebirth, and it just goes to show that
the Fountain Concept, plus other groups working with
similar aims are much needed at this time of transition.
We are all powerful, beyond measure, if only we could all
realise it. Every person can make a difference, if they wish
to, and nothing happens in isolation.
In this first issue I would like to share some of the
wonderful articles, etc from past Fountain Magazines.
The majority of the articles in this issue talk of Fountain
International and the Concept. What it is, how it came
about, and how to do it, etc. From our next issue, we will
stride into 2012 with mainly new content, although
certain space will be given to relevant past articles from

the previous incarnation of the Fountain Magazine.
Fountain International sees no boundaries to working with
other groups, of like mind. We will have a guest spot, for
other groups in the magazine and perhaps submitted
articles from other groups. In these times of change and
transition it is important to work together for the common
aim, of healing the earth, and ourselves, enabling the
highest potential to be reached.
This issue is dedicated especially to Colin Bloy. Also
Hamish Miller, Peggy Bunt, Roger Brown and many more
looking down from their white clouds after a job well
done, and all those who continue to put so much energy
and love into the concept, or like minded groups doing
similar work, also the many projects and investigations to
grow our knowledge of what we are working with, ie earth
energy and healing modalities.
The first article talks of a previous transition time, the year
2000, (written in 1999). It brought a smile to my face, as I
hope it does to you. Enjoy.

chosen few – 144,000 to be exact – are going to be
whisked aboard space ships moments before
Armageddon.
I’m not sure how to break this to you Calmity Janes and
Johns, but all this razzle dazzle over the untimely demise
of Mother Earth is not reality based. I realise that not
having the world end will cause a great deal of wailing and
gnashing of teeth by those who have been faithfully
charting what they see as the inevitable events leading up
to the final curtain. If you have been wringing your little
hands while proclaiming, “Oh dear, oh dear, isn’t it awful,”
how about focussing your attention on another drama:
your own!
First, let’s get clear about Mother Earth. She claimed
squatters’ rights to this quadrant of the galaxy long before
the settlers came along. She granted residency to the
adventure-some souls who wanted to live on her surface
to enjoy the many delightful growth experiences available
here. However, if the students chose to vent their
anxieties by continually trashing the school, she’ll simply
bulldoze the campus, and allow the little naughties to go
elsewhere for remedial work.
As a sentient being, Mother Earth has her own agenda
which includes evolving into a higher and brighter
vibration as she settles into the dawning of the Aquarian
age. What we’re collectively experiencing right now is
planetary puberty; a shifting from the Piscean
egocentricity of me, myself and I to the Aquarian
collective of me, you and all us together.
The energy of Pisces demanded control from parents,
church and government in order to prevent people from
running amok. The incoming energy of Aquarius focuses
on the individual being aware of his or her divine spark,
and living with respect for self and all life as well. Rules
become optional as awakening people begin to live with
allowance and increased communication while taking
conscious responsibility for their words and deeds. We’re
going from control and powerlessness to freedom and
empowerment – mighty big and mighty scary steps
indeed!

The End of the World is Vastly
Overrated
By Molli Nickell
Isn’t it fascinating how many people are absolutely
positive that the world is coming to an end by the year
1999? Many believe Jesus (the person) is returning to
battle the Anti-Christ and pass out one way travel
vouchers to that incredibly hot place, (and no, I don’t
mean Jamaica). There also are those who believe that the

As students on “campus” Earth collectively, we have asked
for massive mirrors to show us how we’re progressing as
we shift into the Aquarian consciousness of self
empowerment. In truth, absolutely everything seen in the
outer world is nothing more than a galactic fun/horror
house reflection of our inner worlds. Therefore, whatever
pushes your buttons regarding the fate of the planet is a
clue to personal challenges or beliefs that you may want
to examine more closely.
Irritated over the national debt? What’s your debt
situation? Is your chequebook in balance?

Worried about the rainforests? Do you need to indulge in
products created at the expense of fragile environments?
Got issues with the ozone holes? How many cars do you
think you need? How many refrigerators? How many
underarm sprays?
Scared of the Anti-Christ – the universal symbol of
judgement and control? Do you feel the need to judge or
control situations, or other people, or yourself?
Afraid Jesus is irritated with you personally? Are you
listening to your inner voice as your Christ-essence
attempts to manifest in your outer world?
Mother Earth is giving us some powerful messages. Listen
up! Adopt Miss Scarlet’s philosophy of “Fiddle dee dee
tomorrow is another day.” As you shift your perceptions
about what others see as doom and gloom, you will begin
to celebrate every day as a new life as a new opportunity
to become more aware of what you already are.
Start reading the funny pages instead of the front page.
Unplug your television. Hug everybody you know. Tickle
children. Play with puppies. Look in the mirror and
congratulate that awesome being (yourself!) for having
the courage and wisdom to be on the planet Earth at this
wonderfully challenging and exciting time. And if you still
don’t want to do your internal homework, but would
rather be beamed up, forget it! The starship Enterprise is
preoccupied with the Klingons in the far reaches of the
galaxy. The transporter is out of commission, and Scotty
has retired.
Build your own personal transporter and beam into a
greater awareness. And while your at it, lighten up and
don’t take things quite so seriously!
Be happy

The Searcher

The Road

What is Fountain?
Fountain is a world wide community healing project based
on the simple concept that communities like people,
suffer from dis-ease, and may be healed. By tuning in
one’s thoughts to an agreed point of focus in one’s
community for just a few moments of each day it is
possible to improve radically the health of the community
– and ultimately, we believe, the health of the world.
Fountain is open to EVERYONE, of whatever faith, colour,
nationality or political persuasion. There is no
membership or organisation in the usual sense, and all
individuals or groups throughout the world work
independently in a manner best suited to their
communities, but nevertheless, sharing, and with the
feeling of being part of a network, and with the thought
that group activity produces a greater effect than the sum
of the parts. People working with the Fountain Concept
are linked together through the Fountain International
Magazine, Fountain-International.org website, and in the
future Facebook. Exchanging information, and coming
together in a common cause.
In some ways Fountain is giving the POWER TO HEAL THE
EARTH, back to the people. Everyone has a part to play in
the healing of the earth, if they so wish. The Fountain
concept can be put into action, no matter what your
circumstances, ie poverty stricken or bedridden. All you
need is a desire and commitment to heal the earth. Each
person involved in this commitment is of great, and equal
value. The Power of Thought is inherent in all, and is
WORLD CHANGING. Let us all recognise this resource, and
put it to use, for the betterment of the planet.

The Brighton Experiment 1981
Project Objective Survival
The improvement of the quality of life in the Brighton
area.

Means
The use and direction of spiritual energies.

Technique
By meditation, prayer, visualisation, alpha brain rhythms,
to project spiritual energy to the sacred and temporal
centres of the community.

Who?
All groups concerned with spiritual science ie Christian,
New Age, Ecological, Buddhist, Theosophical,
Anthroposophical, Spiritualist, Friends of the Earth, etc.,
and all groups concerned with Pure Love.

Methodology
It may be shown by dowsing that all beings in a state of
love and higher consciousness can project a measurable
energy. Many already do. It is a technique used in
healing.
Many already practise a general projection of love without
a particular focus.
The Ley energy paths reflect, in a large measure, the state
of group consciousness of a community. The actual state
can be mapped and determined. Altered and improved
states can be accurately measured.

A football field may produce around it the healthy or
unhealthy energies produced within.
It has been established that the behaviour and awareness
of people within such places is reflected in the ley
energies. It is also observed that the behaviour of the
participants changes for the better when beneficial
energies are injected into the centres. For example,
political demonstrations are less violent when love
energies are introduced from the outside by individuals or
groups with experience. Thus the production and
emission of spiritual energy should be directed at Specific
Centres in order to be Focussed and Effective.

How?
Experience seems to show that it is both simple, and very
difficult. But easy when you know how. It is in the first
instance a question of belief. In the second, a question of
a few simple techniques. It can only be done with Pure
Love.
Pure Love is a state of mind where the individual is in total
harmony with the life force. It does not judge, and is
given without hope of reward save that of knowing that
we do The Cosmic Will. These are aspirations devoutly to
be wished. Not necessarily a permanent condition, as we
are all human after all.
In scientific terms, a person in this state of will, exhibits
ALPHA brain rhythms associated with meditation and
healing.

When?

Ley energy paths flow from centre to centre, each centre
acting as a condenser and accumulator, just like electrical
current.

It goes without saying that any thought of this sort is
never wasted. However, it does appear that group activity
produces an effect greater than the sum of its parts.
Therefore, group projection activities should be organised,
be they in the front parlour, a church, synagogue,
mosque, ashram etc. Or, just on the beach. They all work.

Centres

Anticipated Results

Ancient sacred sites ie stone circles, Glastonbury Tor,
Silbury Hill, Avebury, Stonehenge, churches of antiquity,
modern churches of sanctity, monuments of honour.

If the experience of 1) T.M. groups in the USA, UK and
Belgium. 2) Christian prayer groups in Kensington. 3) The
teachings of all religions is correct, then we anticipate:
Reduction of crimes of violence.
Reduction of disease.
Increased spiritual awareness (with unspecified
gains.)
A better quality of life generally for the
community. A) more effective social services, b)
less litter, c) more civic awareness, d) more
courteous and loving society.
A reduction in the council tax due to more
effective civic activity.

Modern “profane” sites, ie town halls, HQ’s of political
parties, TV and radio transmitters, stations, sports arenas,
police stations, hospitals etc.

Charging
Such centre reflect the function of the energies put into
them, e.g a church where a priest and congregation are
spiritually aware and active, produces dowsable effects
over large distances.

The idea of dowsing to see if ley lines carried energy we
had started some eight years before. What we had
determined was that the Watkins type alignment was
perfectly valid, in the sense that they combined the sacred
sites of megalithic man and medieval churches, for they
were built, in the main, on sites of pre-Christian religion.
But as energy lines, many of the old alignments no longer
functioned – indeed, the dowsing showed that the old
node points had, in many cases, been replaced by modern
ones – town halls, political party HQ, TV and radio
transmitters, contemporary war memorials, modern
fountains, football stadiums, and even nuclear power
stations and, one day, as his father was chief engineer of
the Great Lakes chain of reactors, Eric dowsed inside the
heart of a closed reactor – it was really in the system.
Not only were there new permanent points in the system,
which caused the energy lines to flow in new directions,
but as a result of some experiments in a 12th century
church in Andorra, we had come to realise that these
energy channels were related to consciousness and that
spiritual activity changed them for certain periods and by
spiritual activity, I mean input from higher states of
consciousness – states associated with meditation.

Community Healing
By Colin Bloy

The idea of applying healing to communities was
something that evolved over several years, particularly as
a result of observations through dowsing of the nature
and function of what are loosely called “ley lines.”
By 1st May 1981, the subconscious mind had done its
work, and suddenly the idea was on the table. Eric
Bosshard of Washington DC and myself were reviewing
the dowsing work we had done together in various
countries and we had reflected on a number of apparently
significant observations, and it all came together in a
“Let’s see if it works” conclusion.

The “pathways of consciousness,” as we now call them,
function in terms of form and number – the number of
parallels in the line, and the geometrical form that may be
dowsed when it hits a node point and goes into function.
Indeed, we eventually came to realise that the ley system
was, in fact, the basis of the collective consciousness of
humanity, the pathways were the meridians and the node
points, in the Tom Graves sense, were the acupuncture
points – and in a very real sense the collective
consciousness was an objective field in the collection of
fields that surround the physical globe and all of which go
to make up the being – Earth.
What was even more important was the observation,
through dowsing, that someone who momentarily puts
himself in the higher states of consciousness, plugs into
the nearest node points and the nearest available form of
a cross of energy lines forms him – and if he is, in
particular, placing himself in the healing mode, then a
vertical line, seen by sensitives as a column of light,
descends upon the healer. It has been photographed and
in Christian culture may be seen to be the Holy Spirit. It is
an energy which corresponds to Mana, Prana, the Primum
Mobile, the Odic Force of Von Reichenbach, the orgone
energy of Reich, the etheric energy of Oliver Lodge, etc.
Whereas many of its characteristics conform to the
electromagnetic spectrum, to the behaviour of light, the
gravitic field, weak radio-activity, none of these are
adequate to properly define it, and it defies positivist
scientific attitudes because one of its more critical aspects
is its relationship of the higher states of consciousness –
fields which do not yield to positivist analysis. The
alchemy of the spirit is intelligible in the context of the

results of the proper use of this energy; Rudolf Steiner’s
“Spiritual Science” takes account of it.
Nikola Tesla observed that the frequency of the physical
globe was around about 8Hz: Schumann observed a
similar frequency in what is now known as the Schumann
Resonance Cavity, between the earth’s surface and the
ionosphere: 8Hz is the onset in EEG terms of the well
known Alpha state, when the brain exhibits a shift in
frequency due to dowsing, meditation or healing.
Dowsing reveals that a healer apart, from plugging in
vertically and laterally, forms a common etheric field with
the person receiving the healing. All the charkas and vital
energies disappear from behind each to combine in one
field – common consciousness, and the subject takes on
the healer’s brain rhythm – thus successful healing takes
place – in proximity or at a distance when an energy
pathway is created between the tow even if they are in
separate countries. Map dowsing shows that
consciousness can expand around the world – for
consciousness does not reside in the brain – it is holistic
and resides in being – and we in the highest states can be
everything. When the motive is correct, that is the higher
expression of LOVE, that much abused and misunderstood
word. To heal spiritually, you must love, and embrace the
subject with your total being.
Healing by groups works – absent healing works. This it
occurred to us that collective healing might also work.
The Maharishi has spoken at length about the gains for
communities that accrue when more than 2% meditate
and has set up brigades of spiritual commandoes to go
into communities to do it. Once done, they leave.
We felt that this was a step forward in spiritual science,
but that it should be possible to go even further. In the
first instance, we had come to realise that for nonintuitive healers, the “visualisation” was the key to the
exercise in the higher states of consciousness – in the
second, passive meditation was one thing, active another,
thirdly by dowsing you could actually measure the input
and monitor the results – fourthly, that if the collective
consciousness were a reality and expressed through the
ley lines, then communities were also beings, and fifthly,
that individual diseases might well have their counterparts
in collective diseases such as violence, stress and unloving
attitudes. Collective healing should yield results just as
one to one healing.

In that May of 1981, we decided to put it to the test, and
sent out a call to the healers of Brighton to join in. They
did. Within a few weeks, more than 100 people were
ready to take part. It was suggested by Father James
Holdroyd, that the 29th September, St Michael’s Day, was
an auspicious date to start. The Dragon is held to be the
murky subconscious from which the dark thoughts come,
and so far as I am concerned, it is also the “Woivre” of the
Celts, the spiral earth energy that comes out of springs,
valleys, stone circles, earthworks and so on, and which,
when with the Spear or Sword of evolved consciousness, it
is channelled into the community in straight lines, creates
harmony between man and earth. After all, there are no
dragon bones in the museums and the Chinese dragonmen are in total agreement.
Every individual has a “hara” in oriental terms, round the
Solar Plexus, the portal through which a healer puts basic
life energy. We had to look for the “hara” of Brighton,
which we found to be the fountain in the Old Steine, the
physical hub of Brighton, and on the main energy line.
The stones of the old stone circle are still in the base of
the fountain.
What was curious was that the line had been a triple 64 an
about 20 yards wide – but the moment more than a few
people had taken the idea into their consciousness, the
line began to expand, indeed to an extent outside our
experience – even before any operation was undertaken.
The Archdruid of France stated that there was a macrosystem in Europe, combining earth faults, cathedrals,
ancient sites and so on. We checked – he’s right, and it
conforms to the great pilgrim routes. Thus a pilgrimage
can alter your consciousness.
On 29th September, we performed, in group terms, as
one individual healer, but towards the collective being of
Brighton and Hove. Meditation, prayer and visualisation.
That through the Fountain, the “hara”, came the healing
energies from above, revitalising the veins and arteries of
the community. The visualisation was involved in various
matters – the disease of weekend violence, of which
Brighton was a notorious victim, a reduction in stress
which would have potential consequences in public
health, road accidents and civic awareness – and we
would monitor the results.
First consequence: the main line of Brighton multiples by
2,400 times. This staggered me, for we had no idea what
to expect. We eventually concluded that the “patient”,
and indeed the world system had been on it’s last legs,
and what we had thought to be a vital main line, was but a
vestigial memory. More important was that a series of
squares about 2 yards each side appeared and eventually
formed into a chequerboard pattern, just as appears
around individuals when healers have given them initial
healing.

Consequences in behavioural terms; first, with one
notable exception, weekend violence has disappeared,
and Brighton is no longer prey to this sort of group
aberration. The fact of the greater civic awareness is far
less easy to quantify, but there is general agreement that
it is so: general crimes of violence present a serious
difficulty. First, they are classified on an East Sussex basis
and secondly, the police computer programme classifies
them in a way that does not limit them to crimes where
violence was committed, but includes crimes where
violence could have been committed, all of which could be
misleading. More time is necessary, but what is important
is that elsewhere where Fountain Groups have come into
being, weekend violence has virtually disappeared – for
example the Isle of Thanet.
But whereas we had no idea what to expect either in
terms of results or dowsing effects, some important new
dimensions have been appreciated. It was curious that
whereas the chequerboard field extended over Brighton,
Hove and their environs, and stopped for a period of three
months, a sort of finger of energy went up the main road,
and railway line to London. It took sometime for the
penny to drop as to what that was all about.
Just as in one to one healing, the healer cannot know
exactly what to do in all cases, yet the energy gets on with
it, thus in the case of Brighton, the energy decided for
itself to extend itself to London to achieve the major
objective.
This chequerboard field, it now appears has the effect of
shifting the brain rhythm of those who enter into it. As
the vast proportion of the contributors of violence come
from London, what more logical than to start the
consciousness shift the moment they left on their way to
Brighton, either road or rail, so that on arrival the Base
chakra desire of violence would be mitigated.
I said earlier that consciousness is holistic when someone
is in a state of violence, all their energies congregate in
the Base chakra, just as in a saint, they congregate in the
Crown chakra. There is an associated brain rhythm. Just
as the healer shifts the brain rhythm of the sick person, so
a community healing has a tendency to shift the collective
consciousness, or so it would appear, a little bit upwards,
thus rendering gut based violence less satisfying.
The police, when asked whether the Fountain Group
activity had been the source of the improvement,
attributed it to better policing methods, and, of course,
they are right, but any spiritual work has a subtle first
cause, and quite a lengthy chain of subsequent effects in
order to achieve the desired objective. I feel that more
understanding and less provocative police methods may
also be involved in a general raising of consciousness. I
also feel for the young policeman who knows a punch up

is likely, but he, too, can get his base chakra going and
over react.
The affair of the Brighton bomb was revealing. I live about
100yards away, and was a sad witness to that terrible
morning. Whereas in Madrid, where a similar grid pattern
exists, the terrible accident on the runway, and the affair
of the discotheque had ripped a huge hole in the grid,
which had to be gently put back by the Madrid Fountain
Group, the bomb in Brighton had no such effect, to my
great surprise, but then I reasoned that, in a
consciousness sense, unlike the events in Madrid, it had
nothing to do with Brighton. It was perpetrated by
outsiders. I hope that is a proper explanation: the being
of Brighton is about people rather than locations.
What constitutes membership? Fountain International
claims to be an idea rather than an organisation, and
studiously avoids hierarchy and structure. Too many well
meaning spiritual groups have involved themselves so
much in structure, that its preservation and in-fighting
becomes more important than the work itself. Thus there
is no membership fee. (Although any donations gratefully
received.) Fountain cannot be competitive with other
groups, nor does it seek to be authoritarian. It is about
doing the work and nothing else. It is not a refuge nor a
club; it offers nothing, save the sharing of an idea and the
communication of the results. If a person is ready to
become a member, then he knows and does. If someone
understands the spiritual truths and the notion of love,
then he is a member, and for no other reason. It is not
really necessary to make oneself known, just get on with
it, but two or three gathered together are more effective
than one.
It’s all still very naïve and neophyte, but many
encouraging signs have emerged. It’s great to fly over
Europe or the States and dowse a Fountain chequer board
below the plane. What if every community in the world
eventually has a group working?
The problem of institutionalised violence and unloving
attitudes is a higher citadel to crumble, but just as
individual consciousness rises through the charkas to the
Crown, perhaps the collective one can do the same.
Human beings make institutions, and in the main they are
based in fear and desire for power. Those who live in the
Crown Chakra have neither. There is, therefore, hope but
only if those who know do.
Whereas violence may be held to be a principle disease of
humanity, be it physical or emotional, just as in individual
disease, states of consciousness are still a major
contributory factor for good or ill, and the raising of
planetary consciousness may be held to have a direct
bearing on our survival as a race.
The key of course is love, which unconditional, seeks no

reward, knows no fatigue and is boundless. Strange it is
dowsable and affects the ley lines. They truly are
Pathways of Consciousness and therefore

Healing.
Extract from Matthew Manning’s
Magazine “Attitudes” Summer 1985

Fountain type Meditation
Suzanne Thomas
At a peaceful time of day, when you can be alone and
undisturbed by the telephone, sit in a comfortable chair
with your eyes closed. You could play some relaxing
music, without lyrics. Or if you have difficulty focussing on
your focal point, you could gaze at a picture of it. In this
relaxed state, let go of your daily worries and thoughts
that you may have.
Visualise yourself as a flower bud, under a dome of golden
energy……Feel yourself drawing up the brown/green
energy from the earth’s heart centre, through your feet,
up your legs, into your chest, and place this energy in your
own heart centre…… Feel the bond of love between
yourself and the Earth…… Then begin to draw down the
white fire of Cosmic Love from the spiritual realms,
through the top of your head, down your neck, into the
chest, and place it also in your heart centre…… Allow
these two energies to mix and blend…… Slowly the
combined energy begins to expand and fill the whole of
your being…… It fills you with pure love, light, harmony
and joy…… Allow yourself to accept any of this energy
which you may need to make yourself whole…… Visualise
your flower bud beginning to open, with the energy
expanding further into the room, filing the building and
spilling out onto the street……When you feel that the time
is right, visualise yourself sending this energy to your focal
point, cleansing it and filling it with Unconditional Love……
See it sparkling and buzzing with energy…… See it, then
pouring back out of the focal point, flowing into the earth

around it, and flowing into the veins and arteries of your
community…… When it has finished, close your flower
into its bud like form again, retaining part of the Pure Love
and Light energy, so that you can share it with others in
your normal daily life…… Sense the room again, feel
yourself back in your chair, wiggle your toes and fingers,
and then open your eyes.

If the Earth were only a few feet
in diameter
If the Earth were only a few feet in diameter, floating a
few feet above a field somewhere, people would come
from everywhere to marvel at it. People would walk
around it, marvelling at its big pools of water, its little
pools and the water flowing between the pools. People
would marvel at the bumps on it, and the holes in it, and
they would marvel at the very thin layer of gas
surrounding it and the water suspended in the gas. The
people would marvel at all the creatures walking around
the surface of the ball, and at the creatures in the water.
The people would declare it as sacred because it was the
only one, and they would want to protect it so that it
would not be hurt. The ball would be the greatest wonder
known, and people would come to pray to it, to be healed,
to gain knowledge, to know beauty and to wonder how it
could be. People would love it, and defend it with their
lives because they would somehow know that their lives,
their own roundness, could be nothing without it. If the
Earth were only a few feet in diameter.
ANON

The Theosophists maintained that there are clouds of
negativity floating around in the atmosphere which make
a beeline for anyone attuned to their particular frequency.
Hence the need to “refine the mind, and purify the
thoughts.”
The subtle energy system of the planet is likewise
acknowledged in all the cultures and religions of the past.
The dream paths of the Australian aborigine are precisely
the same as the serpent paths of the Druids, or the Fairy
paths of the Irish folklore.

The Magical principles behind
Fountain
Paul Broadhurst
Those with a sceptical turn of mind could well be forgiven,
perhaps, for assuming that the Fountain concept is little
more than well intentioned but wishful thinking. This
scepticism, however, is entirely healthy, even essential for
those who are drawn to investigating the realities behind
physical existence, for in the unfamiliar regions of the
magical energies of the Universe, it all too easy to lose the
way. Without an adequate map one can end up
shipwrecked and isolated on any occult (or hidden) island
of narrow dogmatism.
The principles and techniques of Fountain, though, are
squarely based on traditional methods of magical
operation, as recorded in all the great repositories of past
Wisdom, from the Nature religions and the Qabalah to
Christian mysticism. Similarly, modern research into the
powers of the human mind and certain brainwave states
confirms the reasoning behind the idea. There are,
apparently, Universal principals in operation whether we
are aware of them or not, and which we can either utilise
for the good of the planet and its creatures or continue to
ignore at our peril.
Basic to the concept is the unacknowledged potency of
the mind, especially when controlled by will and
imagination. The states of consciousness induced by the
practice of what is commonly known as “creative
visualisation” is not merely subjective, but directly affect
the psychic and spiritual environment, as testified by all
religious mystics down the ages. The old occult maxim
“Like attracts like” sums it up succinctly. Use the mind to
work with beneficial energies, and people and places
around you react accordingly. Concentrate on the darker
aspects of life and you draw more of these unbalanced
energies towards you by a process of psychic resonance.

Successive ages have always recognised this, building their
sacred structures on special places that emanate or mark
these invisible energies. It may well be significant that
Fountain groups often choose a focus in their community
that has such associations, like the original fountain in
Brighton, built on the site of a prehistoric stone circle.
The idea of contact with spiritual entities also has a long
lineage. From the dawn of civilisation mankind has sought
to communicate with those beings that inhabit the higher
realms. The Bible is full of accounts of such contacts. It
may well be that the primitive shaman was involved in
very much the same process as, for example, the
Elizabethan astrologer John Dee, who claimed he could
communicate with Angels through an obscure Enochian
alphabet originally of Atlantean origin. The idea of highly
evolved spiritual guides is truly universal, so perhaps it is
not so strange after all if those involved in planetary
healing feel that considerable support and guidance may
be coming from these realms. Whether these
intelligences are angelic or devic is ultimately
unimportant: humans and non-humans alike share a
common interest in carrying forward the current
evolution.
The actual medium through which change comes about,
either as a result of human will and imagination or
spiritual and cosmic impulse, is difficult to define. The
Western magical tradition refers to the Astral Light, a
refined but plastic essence upon which thoughts and
images can be imprinted, serving as a matrix for all forms,
a mirror for the imagination and dreams, a spirit essence
behind manifestation. Through visualisation, it can be
moulded into whatever form desired, which must in the
end, earth itself in the physical. It seems to be that the
manipulation of this all pervading essence is the method
by which the Fountain principle operates, as minds engage
in common, sometimes synchronised, active meditation.
And here is another classical facet of traditional magical
working. For, as always understood by witch covens and
monastic colleges alike, the power of human minds
operating in unison is exponential, that is, four minds
working together produces the same power as sixteen
working independently. The enormous potential of the
Fountain concept, where hundreds of thousands of minds

all attuned to specific ideals is a real possibility, is
suddenly revealed as an extremely powerful vessel of
evolutionary change.
Yet the key to the successful operation of these
techniques, alchemically fused in the Fountain idea, is the
most important of all. Much abused, utterly
misunderstood, it is the energy of LOVE. It is a tragedy
that the word itself is usually used to convey sentimental
and often shallow human emotions, for its true meaning is
that of an all powerful Cosmic energy that bonds
everything in the Universe together; it is the “glue” of
creation. But it is also the trigger which activates changes
of consciousness, and which, when invoked, it gives access
to the magical realms with which Fountain works. The
most remarkable thing of all is that whether the
techniques and methods are understood or not, the LOVE
principle attracts more of the same, restoring harmony in
an ongoing process of gathering momentum. It is the
energy of the future.

thinks that the collective consciousness of the people
present is a factor. If you work at an image it begins to
take form. In creating images there are specific ways of
calling them into being. You must see the person or
subject (e.g plant) whole. Consciousness is an objective
field. It does not reside in the brain. It is structured into
different levels. He spoke of alchemy as a spiritual
process, and mentioned radionics as semi-technology
which works in the same way as a healer. He does not
think the device is necessary, in fact. Materialistic people
do not “plug in”.
We saw photos of a visionary, an old lady who saw visions
of our Lady which showed her energy body, also the
energy coming from the earth (the dragon) and a great
nimbus around the head. Something which looked like
wings as well. He pointed out that there was no energy
around the lower chakras of this subject. The energies of
the heart were all “sucked up” into the nimbus – ultimate
love. He also showed photos of a healer a work, with a
column of light around the healer. This is the great energy
of the universe. The healer “opens a door”. We can call
this energy the Holy Spirit, Prana, Mana, etc., according to
out background.
Healing is not just concerned with physical symptoms.
Moreover, the healer and subject become one person at
the energy level. The healer produces more alpha, and
gradually the subject takes on the same brain rhythm.
This is entrainment.
In order to succeed one must get rid of the ego. This is
usually misunderstood. It means that the daily persona is
put totally aside when we don’t need it. Then you can get
the best possible image of wholeness.
The chakras “plug in” to another dimension. They are the
stimuli of the endocrine system. The Buddhists, refer to
them as flowers which are either open or closed.

Written Winter 1988

Colin Bloy Workshop
Healing Peggy Bunt
Spiritual Healing can be done by anyone with the desire
and understanding.
Total confidence is necessary.
The physical energies are palpable and photographable.
Colin showed a long series of slides which show that the
world of IDEA is just as real as the material world. He

It is important for the healer to understand the spiritual
and emotional state of the subject. Victims of shock for
instance, receive definite wounds in the chakras
concerned.
The healer is “plugged in” to very clearly defined energy
points, a column of light from above (cosmic energy) and
energy coming from four sides in the shape of a cross
(earth energies.)
The etheric body is the basic vitality. He slowed us a
number of etheric “profiles”, which had been sketched
during the course of studies at a clinic in Spain. There is a
profile of harmony and the healer seeks to restore this
perfect profile. In human beings this needs the cooperation of the subject, because it involves harmony
within the self, with others and with the cosmos.
Visualisation is the key to balancing the chakras. The

restoration of balance gives the subject a chance to begin
again. Co-operation and participation is essential.
The intuitive approach is sending out healing love to any
person who needs it, even if they are not present. But
with the rational approach there must be a degree of
participation.
It is not necessary to be highly technical. We are
chanelling the energy through us, not producing it
ourselves. The way to do this is to set aside the daily ego.
Cosmic energy comes down as a thin channel into the
crown chakra for this work, not as a diffuse light.
Colin again stressed the reality of all this, and that we
must have total conviction.
The dragon energy (earth) is raw energy. It has to be
ordered and regulated. It is something we cannot live
without but the control is needed. (Hence the symbolism
of the dragon saints – Michael, George, Margaret etc.)
The cosmic energy is Elohimic energy, and is the key to the
whole thing.
His explanation of the “ley-system” is extremely logical.
He thinks it started when the first nomads began to settle.
Their primary focus was water. The priest or shaman set
up a mystique around this and created a collective
consciousness involving this mystique. Another group did
the same some distance away, and the thing is magnetic.
The energy jumps from one point to another (therefore a
straight line). This accounts for the evolving nature of the
ley system, and why he finds modern foci involved in the
system.
The healing objective for the future he sees as making
miracles unnecessary, by the use of preventative healing –
keeping the people well – balanced in the first place. He
sees this happening among friends and groups. Ills occur
in the etheric body before symptoms occur in the physical.
We need to unblock at all levels in order to be made
whole. People must be encouraged to heal themselves
because it is the lack of harmony at spiritual and
psychological levels which result in killer diseases. We
must not think of healers as being superior. We are all
healers. Even if we cannot achieve total healing in a
person, we can relieve and control pain.

He went onto to speak of PERSONAL DISCIPLINES.
This is a spiritual science. There are rational methods of
dealing with the spiritual world. We must undertake it in
reverence, submission and love. It is a Divine world. Self
knowledge (not egotism) is important. Healers must be
dissociated from everyday consciousness. You watch and
control yourself from outside yourself. This is not to be
lonely but to join a wider more significant reality. The
true meaning of love is THE TOTAL IDENTIFICATION OF
YOURSELF WITH THE EVOLUTION OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN
THE UNIVERSE. It means abandoning the idea of self as
the centre of the universe.
Colin warned us not to attempt to heal from the self. The
true healer channels cosmic energies. Healing is even
more effective when performed as a group activity. A
group of like minded people deliberately forming a
powerful energy field are much more effective than an
individual. Again Colin repeated the point that we must
be completely relaxed ourselves. Trying is counterproductive. We must also be in a totally dispassionate
state. The method is purely personal. What works is the
method that is right for you. The concept remains the
same.
Written June 1986

Berlin
Colin Bloy
When the new Fountain Group in West Berlin met, some
50 people were present for a presentation, followed by a
meditation, with the objective of removing the divisive
energies on the wall. An earlier check that day at
Checkpoint Charlie had revealed their existence although
energy dowsing at the checkpoint was not approved by
the border guards. Too late! It was done.

The hara of Berlin was taken to be the golden angel of
peace on the great column on the Street of the 17th June,
at the circus of the Grosserstern, (great street), and this is
the main artery of Berlin, crossing West and East, through
the Brandenburg Gate, across the Wall and on through
Unter Den Linden and Karl Marx Allee.
A further visit to the East the following day revealed the
energies on the wall had been dispersed and the
chequerboard effect is over both East and West Berlin!
With Harley Miller, a Findhorn representative, a visit was
made to a small group in East Berlin, who had made
contact. Their integrity and peace in adverse
circumstances was a great lesson to us all. They informed
us that meditation was considered to be a psychological
aberration and one of their number was in a psychiatric
clinic for practising it. Nonetheless, it may be that a
Fountain Group will start their shortly.
However Harley who is in touch with the Lutheran Church
in the East, has secured permission, under Church
auspices and therefore official, to make a Findhorn
presentation in an East Berlin Church on May 9th. All
support welcome on that day.
East Berlin energy lines were, quite distinct from the 8
factor we are used to, but after the operation, they have
become 8 as well. Thus the main artery is now a uniform
8 instead of changing at the Wall. It may be that the
collective consciousness of East and West Berlin is now
unified, which may have great and good consequences. I
am quite sure that love is what will unite us, and let us all
keep going what has been started. Some extraordinary
good contacts have been made at a high level in

government circles in both East Germany and Russia
which may turn out to be very important.
Some years later….. I got my piece of the Iron Curtain this
morning in the post….. two lengths of barbed wire with
the Hungarian flag clipped to each, plus a certificate of
origin, all proceeds to a refugee relief fund. A friend in
Bavaria sent it to me. It was strangely moving, particularly
as it was two days after the Berlin Wall was breached.
I recall how, some four years ago I had been present on
both sides of the Wall in Berlin, with Fountain Groups. A
meditation had been held either side. We dowsed before
and after at Checkpoint Charlie and noticed that negative
energy had been transmuted into positive. Almost
immediately the official flow of emigrants was increased,
Honnecker went to West Germany and hopefully a
process was initiated which has seen its culmination in
recent days.
But the energy in that barbed wire is very negative. Like
most Fountain people I have a centre in my home for
healing but if I put the wire at the focal point – everything
switches off! It’s pretty strong energy, and throws up a
form or “codon”. This negative form we have come to
recognise over the years.
There is no doubt that the whole of the Iron Curtain
carried a negative energy, of a deterrent quality,
influencing the collective consciousness of both sides as to
accepting its permanence. How many people, watching
those scenes in Germany have said “I just don’t believe it
– it’s impossible.” Of course, that’s what we were
supposed to think p that’s what these negative energies
do to you, and why it does need a very strong and
dedicated nucleus of people to shift that type of
archetypal notion the Thousandth Monkey Syndrome the
whole Fountain idea – and more and more we see it
works.

Countries and continents hitherto divided by it can come
together the next objective must be Third World
deprivation and how best forces for good, unleashed by
this coming together may be channelled to where they are
needed. Not to mention South Africa which is on it’s way.
We are at a new threshold, but the new challenges are
greater yet than the old.
Written Winter 1989

Spanish Radio World Healing Day
22nd December 1990

Colin Bloy
Finally is happened. I had thought September 29th 1990
was going to be the day but somehow the momentum lost
its energy. Miguel Blanco phoned from Spain, “Look”, he
said, “lets’ do it on the Winter Solstice, Saturday, the 22nd
December.” He has regular programmes on Radio
National and we had earlier done healing programmes
together. Individual healing where the audience
participated in healing those around them who had
difficulties. We had also done the first community healing
programme together in the Fountain Mode.

I am glad he through because a lot of earlier effort now
seemed not to be in vain.
Felix Garcia, proprietor of the now famous Spanish
esoteric magazine, “Mas Alla de la Sciencia” (Beyond
Science) had the idea to do it. Miguel asked Fountain to
arrange groups around the world, which we did. Link-up,
Fountain Magazine and Psychic News all ran the story.

I hope next week to get a bit of the Berlin wall.
Well, it’s all a start if it’s true that we are right in the way
it works, there’s much more to be done. Now the Marxist
materialist archetype is on the way out, if not gone.

Derek Austin and Michael Omejer out together in
Broxmead Studios a “Concerto for World Healing” as a
contribution to the programme with their own magic
music.
Now, Spanish have their own inimitable way of arranging

things and what appears to be total chaos suddenly
crystallises into something that works.
I arrived in Madrid with Derek and Michael’s tape and the
list of phone numbers on the Friday. I phoned Miguel.
“Don’t worry,” he said, “just turn up at the studio half an
hour beforehand and we’ll put it all together.” Knowing
Miguel as I do, I trusted him completely and rightly.
The new Association of Spanish Healers organised by
Ramiro and Gloria Catalayud, who represent Fountain in
Madrid, laid on a meeting of members in the new healing
centre where a buffet meal was had with contributions
from everybody. Frim there we went to the studio –
including Christina, Alisa, Gloria, Ramiro and Jesus
Morientes (an old friend of Fountain who has spoken at
the Brighton conference). At the studio doors there were
60 people who wanted to enter and join in. The corridor
outside the studio was full.
So it began. In the small studio itself were Miguel Blanco,
the presenter, Enrique de Vicente, his minder, Felix
Gracia, Gloria, Jose-Antonio Campoy, director of Mas Alla
and Carlos Mariano.

Things became so crowded and intense that Miguel
cancelled the 1am News – not a thing a presenter can
normally do – but the programme controller accepted it.
Felix and Carlos did the meditation which, with Derek and
Michael’s music revolved around the concept of solstitial
seed with the collective consciousness and seeing it grow
so that the application of pure love would govern our
affairs in the future. We tried to phone Derek to thank
him for his music but could not get through.
Then it was all over. The first radio broadcast for world
healing that I know of. Spanish radio now has four firsts.
Individual healing through audience participation;
community healing in the same mode; healing through
the studio (Radio Catalunya) and now a world healing
meditation.
It is certainly my fervent hop that now they have all
actually happened, radio stations around the world will
emulate Spanish Radio. They now know that it is accepted
by the audience and that radio and television broadcasts
can carry the spiritual energy.
May it be repeated everywhere. Radio is better than
television for meditations because the usual image of
television is a distraction. Our own mental screen feeling
the “word” is the greater magic.
We went back to the Madrid Healing Centre and danced
the flamenco. I walked home across the main artery of
Madrid, the Castellana, that the energies were greater
than ever by a factor of at least a 100.
So there it is. Let’s have more.

Suddenly it was all over in two hours. Miguel had
previously publicised the event and did not explain much
to the Spanish peak time audience (12 midnight). We
phoned Alexander Neklessa in Moscow – Roger Brown in
Australia – Ginette Daubeton in Paris – Klaus Brudny in
Austria – Chris Street in London – Sixto Paz in Peru – other
friends in Mexico and Chile, groups in Spain, the Centro
Aquarius in Barcelona where 7 nations were represented
and the Fountain Group in Madrid where 57 people had
stayed behind.
I felt for all those in England and many other countries
who we could not phone but who were standing by.
Suzanne Thomas in Torquay, Elsie Starks in Bishops
Waltham, Nina Betts with Derek and Susan Austin, Sara
Miles and George de Trafford, Rene Bugby in Malta. But
we knew that they were there.

NOT FOR NOTHING HAS THIS
OCCURRED IN THE BASE
CHAKRA OF EUROPE.
Written March 1991
They said it couldn’t be done!
They said it couldn’t be done
But he with a chuckle replied
That maybe it couldn’t but he would be the one
Who wouldn’t say so till he tried.
So he buckled right in with a trace of a grin
On his face. If he worried, he hid it.
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
Which couldn’t be done, and he did it.
Somebody scoffed “Oh you’ll never do that,
At least no – one ever has done it”.

But he took off his coat and took off his hat
And before we knew, he’d begun it.
With a lift of his chin and a bit of a grin
Without any doubting or quiddity,
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
Which couldn’t be done, and he did it.
There are thousands to tell you it cannot be done,
There are thousands to prophesy failure.
There are thousands to tell you, one by one
The troubles which assail you
But just buckle in with a bit of a grin,
Just take off your coat and go to it.
Just start to sing as you tackle the thing
Which cannot be done, and you’ll do it.
Anon

Just before we had that symposium someone said, “Have
you seen what’s going to happen on the 22nd July?” For
those who don’t know, the horoscope that day was a
perfect Star of David. So far as I know from the
astrologers I’ve talked to, that was without precedent
totally unexpected. No one knew at the beginning of the
year, as far as I know, that this was going to happen.
What may it mean? The astrologers of the Spanish
Astrologers Association said that it looks as if this may be
a genuine quantum shift for the benefit of humanity. I
think that’s they way most people took it. We certainly
made play of this at the symposium.
Then came the day, 22nd July. I had been dowsing the
various fields in the various countries where I was and I
noticed that they started to fade, which is characteristic of
a major shift coming up. Then we had a blank day of
nothing. On the day itself there were quite a number of
people involved in meditations and we made the appeal in
Madrid – “Please let’s free the world of wars and hatred
and all miseries. It really is time.” But what happened the
following day was something I certainly didn’t anticipate.
We had seen, in one or two cases, that very saintly people
can transmute energies of the heart chakra into spiritual
love and that chakra actually starts to sprout wings.
There’s no doubt about it. It’s palpable, photographable.
There’s the famous photograph of the lady visionary at St
Damiano in Italy with big wings.

The Birth of Homo Amans
Colin Bloy
When we had a symposium in Madrid in April of this year,
entitled “The Waking up of Humanity – the Mutation from
Homo Sapiens to Homo Amans” (from “thinking man to
loving man”), we had as a logo, Neanderthal Man and
Homo Sapiens, with Homo Amans as a winged man
coming out of his box and flying free. That was a piece of
inspiration by a Spanish commercial artist.

Just before 22nd July in Barcelona, Maria Angeles, who’s
known to some of you as the “Fastest Gun in the West”
for her speed of healing, said to me, “I’m finding that one
or two people now have got wings.” So I thought, after
that shift on 22nd July, I’d better look. I’d been checking
people beforehand, and I hadn’t found any wings, even
though she had. But on 23rd July, everybody had wings,
greater or smaller. It became a bit of a frenzy, literally
stopping people in the street outside the healing centre in
Madrid to check them for wings. A beer delivery man
bending over his crates had them too – and also the
waiters. It really did happen. And down in Australia
they’ve got them too (and the kangaroos have them!) It
really happened. Roger Brown and I looked round various
parts of Australia. Those of you who know the 16 chakras

will remember that the archetype of the 12th chakra is
wings. That is now the general Earth energy field.

We’ve seen the Templar crosses. Every 2 or 3 years the
field begins to grow and then we have a shift. In 1992 the
11th chakra of the egg or oval of Universal Consciousness
became the general field, at least in Spain, England,
France, Malaysia and Australia. It’s now wings, the 12th
chakra of Angelic Consciousness, what Rudolf Steiner calls
the angelic or archangelic formative forces; states of
consciousness to humanity can aspire, anybody if they
wish. The great thing is to know that they are there.
Healing over these years, in my experience and in the
experience of others, has improved dramatically because
we’ve been given this access to these new states of
consciousness. We need to dissociate and move away
from the emotional world where we do not heal, I’m sure
you all know that, and into the world of spiritual love
which is universal and does not judge, so we never wish to
heal one person more than another. Given these
preconditions, it really is getting dramatic. All these
tremendous things are happening. Maybe, the 22nd of
July was the birthday of Homo Amans.

During the last 12 months we’ve discovered the work of
Emma Kunz, this Swiss-German healer. Her healing, in
public terms, was based on pulverised energised rock,
herbs and so on, but she left behind this mass of so called
modern art. But it was not art, but drawings of etheric
archetypes. She said “This will be for the medicine of the
future.” She died in 1962. There is a drawing of the
etheric evolution of the foetus, from conception to birth,
but not just as we are today, but as we will be in the 21st
century which is Homo Amans. It confirms this interest
we’ve seen in Templar work. This is pure Templar
geometry. And the work of this remarkable life long
healer also shows that we’re not alone in this perception
that Homo Amans is here. I think he could go away again
if we don’t do things right, but I think we probably will.
If Homo Amans really is with us – and there are wing
inspectors around who’ll check your wings for you if you
are in any doubt! (or you can check them for yourselves
with your hands) – the extent to which this fundamental
shift in human consciousness has occurred shows that this
exploration into consciousness has occurred shows that
this exploration into consciousness which has been the
adventure of Fountain and many, many other groups
around the world is paying off. It was worth it. It is
something that is relevant to the future of mankind. I
must say I was very moved that day. It was extraordinary.
We can take comfort from it and say, “Right, OK, now
where are we going?”
For many millennia, the world as we know it has been a
kind of reformatory for naughty souls. Karma actually
comes out in healing not so much as a punishment, but as
the history of your soul, the history of your spiritual
growth. Those who heard the Hassim tapes will
remember it was stated that those who don’t complete
karma in this lifetime won’t be able to reincarnate on this
planet; which I think is very sad, because it’s the best time
coming up, if this analysis is correct. Until this time it’s
really been a sort of spiritual borstal.
You had to keep coming back until you learnt the
consciousness of love. Spiritual love is not really a difficult
concept. It’s just about living your life so the planet
survives. We don’t have to be sanctimonious about it. It’s

much better to be involved in spiritual love because, when
you are, the emotional love becomes so much easier,
which is good news.
For various reasons we have been able to see over the
years that thre is a plan for humanity. That’s to say that
the universe is not some extraordinary accident, nor is it
some great machine. There is such a thing as personal
responsibility because it is an evolving and imprecise
universe within the plan. Free will could not exist if it
were perfectly planned and organised and regulated.
There are variables in the universe. Healing couldn’t exist
if there weren’t free will. Healers intervene. Accidents
happen. Everything is not karmically determined. If
there’s no free will there’s no moral responsibility.
Happily the evidence is that there is. Sir George Trevelyan
has been one of the great champions of the idea that the
human race has a role to play in its own evolution and it’s
one of the great messages of all time. We’re not asleep,
we’re not puppets, we’re not mechanical toys. We can
actually do something about our situation. We can love.
Once we realise that, things start to change. My question
is whether Homo Amans is a product of the change, a
product of the waking up, albeit written generally in the
plan. But that plan works better or worse, according to
whether human beings consciously take part in it. It’s the
Elohimic Plan. We can read about the aspects of it in the
Bible and in the non-canonical texts and so on, but that
old aphorism “Gods helps those who help themselves”
seems to be absolutely right.

happening.
So here we are with Homo Amans. Here we are with new
fields in the collective consciousness. Here we are with
wings. So let’s take advantage of a wholly new scene for
humanity, the scene will set us free. The inner peace that
spiritual freedom gives is ineffable and is only within the
grasp of our poets to describe. It’s certainly not capable
of description in prose. But don’t take the birthday of
Homo Amans too sombrely. It’s an occasion for happiness
and a smile. The emotions are still around, we are still
allowed to have emotions. But it’s time for great
reflection and great consideration of where we go from
here, how we got here in the first place and what part
Fountain International can play, in its way, in the future of
humanity and the evolution of Homo Amans.
This is an edited extract from a talk given at the Fountain
Conference in York, Sept 1995.

Who Are You?
Giles Bryant

When we take note of the fact that this school of karma
has now come to an end in favour of the human race
which is free of the karmic wheel, it has enormous
implications.
Here we are with wings. So let’s take advantage of a
wholly new scene for humanity, the scene that sets us
free.
It may be that we are the seed planet of our galaxy. A
human race that is riddled with the problems of karmic
reform and merely being a place of teaching does not
have the consciousness to go forward with a wider
destiny. It may be that we are, in a physical sense, the
only receptacles of consciousness in this part of the
universe (we may well be visited from other parts) but
that relieves us, liberates us, encumbers us with, asks us
to partake in a hugely greater destiny than we have had
before. But that destiny is meaningless unless we’re
karmically free as a race. Eight years ago, when we were
looking archetypically as healers at karma, it was relatively
rare to find someone who was karmically complete, with
the 32 pathways all in place, now it’s contrary. It’s our
work, it’s happening. There are these external influences,
which are helping and stimulating people to grow in
consciousness and the understanding of love, and if we
accept them, then we will grow faster. It really is

In the thousands of minutes you have been alive have you
wondered who you really are?..... It is strange that in our
“advanced” society few people even know the answer to
this simple question. It seems that there is a preoccupation with achievement, pleasure, consumption,
getting ahead, fashion technology, convenience….. Things
that try to satisfy the senses and boost the ego. But us
there more to our existence than this? To answer this we
must first inquire, “Who am I?” Try it, ask “Who am I?”
Most people will classify themselves as a physical body,
being of a certain age. They are male or female, have a
name and relate to a family, vocation, likes and dislikes

etc. People often put themselves into categories of a
physical form, but is this ultimately correct?
Our conscious mind, or ego, gives us the information of
who we think we are. This information comes from the
five senses and is in essence what we have been told. We
also have a subconscious mind which is a storehouse of
our collective memory, known as the Higher Self. When
accessing information from our higher self it is called
intuition. The validity of intuition is questioned by those
who have forgotten the higher self and thus only function
through the senses and ego.

And slower moving with joy.
Ecstatic, erotic and sensual is
The dancer in me.
Letting go of all boundaries and
Flying free, to commune with
The earth and the stars.
Letting go of myself,
Dancing my joy of life,
A celebration of the cosmos
Within me.

If you function in this way it is likely you will answer the
inquiry “Who am I?” in a physical way. But if one persists
with the inquiry beyond the temporary and goes to the
source of thought, answers of our true identity will come.
You must cut through thoughts, feelings and personality
traits, reject the temporary. If this is practised with
determination one will discover that we are pure
consciousness. Far from being the temporary vehicle of
the physical body we are an eternal mind or soul. We act
through the body and ego, but it is only when conscious
and subconscious minds unite (Yoga) that true reality,
who we really are, is known.
The above may seem incredible, but how can it be
challenged unless you sincerely ask yourself, “Who am I?”
Ignore the input of the senses and the physical, realise it is
temporary and that the eternal mind lies within.
Published May 1998

Dowsing And Fountain
International (Basics)
Suzanne Thomas
People in Fountain use dowsing as one of the ways to
quantify what is happening when the Fountain Concept is
put into action: dowsing adds another dimension to
“Fountain Work”, although much more information needs
to be gathered in this field. It can be likened to the relearning of old knowledge.
At this stage, we would like to remind you that dowsing is
NOT a prerequisite to putting the Fountain Concept into
action. For those who know that their “Fountain work” is
improving their community, that is wonderful, but others
may want to quantify their work, via police statistics and
local news reports. We all have individual ways of
operating in Fountain, which makes life interesting.

The Dancer in Me
Von Reynolds
The dancer in me flows like the sea,
Swirls like the wind.
Fleet of foot, faster and faster
Whirling around, and then slower

For those who are interested and for those who would like
to use this avenue, dowsing is one of those age old skills
which were nearly forgotten in the mists of time; as a
result of this, it has been surrounded by a cloud of
mysticism. When you mention the word “dowser” to
most people, that comes to mind is the stereotype of a
man divining for water with a forked hazel twig. This is a
very narrow view, for you can dowse with practically
anything. In the pendulum form of dowsing, some people
have even used a stringed tea bag, while

rod dowsers sometimes use a couple of metal coat
hangers.
Dowsing is not just for water: if you can strongly visualise
something, you can dowse for it. Some people visualise
what they are seeking, whilst others have a “witness” ( a
piece of what they are seeking, or it’s name written on a
piece of paper) held in their hands, or placed within a
pendulum. One story, related by Tom Graves, who has
written a number of books on dowsing. Told of the time
he was at a friend’s house, experimenting with dowsing.
The friend had written something on a piece of paper,
folded it and given it to Tom, without telling him what he
had written. With paper and rods in hands, Tom started
to dowse the house. After 5 minutes, the room he was
dowsing went very cold, the rods crossed, and he felt that
something else was in the room with them. When Tom
mentioned this, his friend said to open up the piece of
paper in his hand, and he found the word GHOST written.
Tom says a few choice words were directed at his friend.
Recently, dowsing has become used for more mundane
purposes: When a man from the gas board was asked why
he used dowsing rods, he said that it was the quickest
method to find gas lines.
The late Cornish dowser Donovan Wilkins has also done
much for making dowsing popular. Some years ago he did
a series of programmes on the subject for the BBC.
Donovan is very “down to earth” and “matter of fact”,
about his ability to dowse, and that is something that we
would like to get across. Dowsing can be done by most
people, as long as one approaches it in a relaxed, open
frame of mind. A mental block is the biggest obstacle to
dowsing, along with the frustration of trying too hard and
feeling conscious about using a pair of rods. This is why
children are better at dowsing, because they have fewer
hang-ups. As with any skill, dowsing requires a lot of
practise, for one to become really good at it. Also it can
be habit forming, so be warned.

The two main “outer” tools used in dowsing are the
pendulum, used mainly for yes/no answers, and the rods,
for “field” work. I say “outer” tools, because I know that
some people use various parts of their body, ie hands and
eyelids to dowse. Dowsing with your hands or eyelids is
less conspicuous, as it draws less attention. There are
some places and countries were dowsing is still much
frowned upon, and you could end up in jail for doing it.
Also, if you go out with rods or a pendulum, be prepared
to answer questions from a curious public.
If you wish to develop your dowsing skills or learn more, I
recommend;
The British Society of Dowsers, website at
britishdowsers.org
Or further reading;
The Definitive Wee Book on Dowsing – Hamish Miller
Tom Graves – The Diviners Handbook.
Sig Lonegren – Spiritual Dowsing
Hamish Miller & Paul Broadhurst – Sun and the Serpent.
Written approx. 1995

A Dowser’s Dilemma
Hamish Miller
“You can do it yourself,” said Colin Bloy.
“Nonsense”, I thought irreverently…then…”nice enough
fellow but a touch around the bend!”
I listened open mouthed! For the second time I had tried
to take in the import of what he was saying on the reality
of dowsing energy changes that happen when healers go
to work in people and communities using earth and
etheric energies.
I had just asked him if he could find me someone in
Cornwall who could dowse and check the field patterns
and forms while we worked as healers in our various
sanctuaries and while we spread the Fountain idea in this
western tip of England.
“Yes you can!”, he said reading my mind, smiling and
metaphorically patting me on the head.

He was right of course.
Hamish Miller

things because they have trained themselves to be
absolutely specific in defining what they are looking for.
My good friend Don Wilkinson is a living legend in
Cornwall. He not only finds water with his very lively
forked stick, but he predicts the depth and amount of flow
available… and for the sceptical he has the simple ultimate
answer. He comes in with his rig, drills where he put the
peg in, stuffs the pipe down, sticks a valve on and says
“There y’are guvnor” or words to that effect. Not only
does he do this but he says if he’s wrong he’ll dig another
hole! Now that wouldn’t be a commercial proposition to
do this if he were often wrong and Don has very, very
seldom had to drill twice! So his dowsing has proved to be
accurate and sound many hundreds of times,

A couple of weeks later, having beaten out… invoking
Vulcan at every hammer blow… a decent pair of iron
rods… designed to be unaffected by the howling winds on
top of the moors, I experienced the magic moment when
the rods responded of their own volition and showed me
where the weal, vestigial energy line was between
Trencrom and St Michael’s Mount. An unforgettable
moment which has led me to more and more fascinating
people and places as time goes on.
The initial dowser’s dilemma was simply whether the
findings were valid… whether the shapes and lines that
were being picked up were believable… and, if they were,
whether they had nay value or contribution to make in the
scheme of things.
Some people said that the dowsing was unnecessary and
that healing was the important issue. Absolutely right!
But if one compares two photographs of the same scene,
one in black and white (which may be exquisitely
beautiful) and one in colour, at least there is an added
dimension to the second which may trigger even greater
depths of beauty.
A great deal of the future of Fountain International is
surely in search for new realms of healing stimulated by
the development of dowsing beyond the process of using
tools, to “spiritual” dowsing by hands and mind on etheric
bodies and concepts of human consciousness which has
been lost for a very long time.
That dowsing works, no longer has to be proved. British
Gas, the various Water Boards, all use dowsers in problem
areas and they never seem
He comes in with his rig, drills
Where he put the peg in, stuffs the pipe
Down, sticks a valve on and says
“There y’are guvnor.”
To pick up each others pipes and wires and cables and

And there is no reason to question that practical, working
dowsers who know how to interpret what the rods,
pendulum, hands or whatever, are telling them about
earth energy fields should be any less accurate.
In the last few years experiments in simultaneous dowsing
of energy forms and changes, sometimes in areas
hundreds of miles apart, have shown quite remarkable
accuracy in interpretations of shape and size. In these
cases measured drawings have been exchanged in the
post with no prior communication other than a telephone
call to confirm the time of the experiment. In many cases
dowsers have come up with similar drawings of entirely
new shapes which had hitherto been unrecorded.
Here are some illustrations of typical simple forms which
appear in the initial stages of Fountain community healing
work.

The second series is indicative of the much more complex
shapes which exist after some years of progression into
more profound interpretations of earth healing.
The forms are appearing in colour sequences of colour,
and in the case of multi-banded energy lines the colour
sequence tends to be a mirror image of itself from the
centre out. When one becomes aware of these sequences
the inner lines occasionally cease to respond to a simple
“colour” interpretation and change their reaction to much
more abstract concepts e.g. knowledge, teaching, healing
communication.
The current dilemma is that we are trapped in semantics,
“jargonese”, historically defined meanings of words and
concepts which are at the moment too “crude” to receive
the accurate data from the thought forms within the
energy lines.
Intuitive “dowsing” into New Age thinking by hundreds of
groups and individuals around the world will gradually
come up with positive answers. We are groping towards
some of the knowledge that was part of the way of living
of the old people. Their senses were fine tuned to the
earth, planetary and cosmic energies, their “dowsing” was
a natural function…and their quiet inner knowledge of the
oneness of things around them allowed them to have a
totally satisfying relationship with their Creator.
The most recent earth energy patterns in parts of the U.K.
dowsed with painstaking accuracy, is reproduced overleaf.
It is a sophisticated, beautiful labyrinth and similar forms
have been used by spiritually aware people for millennia.
It has a deep significance in Greek, Egyptian and European
history, and in the Templar discipline.

It is depicted on the floor of Chartes Cathedral and was
carved around 2000BC on a granite wall in Tintagel,
Cornwall… it has Atlantean connections.
Male and female dowsers agree on the labyrinth shape
but the earth connections come in from opposite sides
and the “entrance” is a slightly different shape.
Written Spring 1988

The Spirit of the Land
Chris Street
Like the pilgrims and seekers of enlightenment of old, you
can seek out the portals of the world soul in the world
itself. The portals are the Earth’s sacred sites, places
where the spiritual energy field is intensified and whose
cyclic fluctuations periodically attain a peak frequently
capable of inducing a spontaneous altered state of
consciousness in the psychically receptive or spiritually
attuned, allowing them to momentary glimpse of nonphysical realities and beings who inhabit those realms.
They are places where the Earth’s energy field is
intensified enough to sustain a personified materialisation
of the spirit of the land, or of the Earth, or of the
particular planetary current predominant at the location.
In short, places where the gods are actually seen.
What all apparitions at sacred sites have in common is
that they are archetypes that populate the collective
unconscious of the world soul. The images vary slightly
from person to person, culture to culture, yet they
conform to an overall pattern within the minds of
everyone.
The Virgin Mary and the Earth Goddess are material
archetypes, the divine mother. Other goddesses conform
to Jung’s classification of anima, the subconscious image
of the ideal woman. Solar Heroes like Apollo or Ulysses
are her male equivalent, the animus, whilst Zeus and the

Heavenly Father of Christianity are paternal archetypes.
(While we’re on the subject of solar heroes, the notion of
King Arthur as a characterised aspect of the Earth’s
energies lends an entirely new perspective to the legends
of the King who sleeps within the land.) These images are
to some extent created by the individual mind in so far as
the detail of their final characterisation is concerned.
From the standpoint of the universal and world souls
though, they are personifications of the archetypal forces
that create the mind itself, not to mention everything
else.
The goddess, for instance, does not exist as an individual
being in the same way that we do. She is a manifestation
of the Earth’s life force, a personified energy form existing
as an archetype within the collective mind of the planet
and the collective unconscious of the human race.
The mechanics of her manifestation may be conceived as
a psychic interaction between the psycho-spiritual energy
fields of the individual soul and the world soul. When a
psychically receptive person enters the intensified field of
the Earth Spirit at a sacred site, their mind subconsciously
perceives the energy form and draws on their own terms
of reference to identify the particular archetypal force
present, producing a partly objective, partly projected,
psychic vision to which the individual may relate
personally. When two or more people are involved, they
constitute a group mind which interacts in exactly the
same way, with the result that everyone present may
report seeing much the same thing. So whilst the various
forces that stimulate these visions have remained
constant and unchanging since the beginning of time, they
will have been perceived at different places, in different
eras and by different people as a variety of archetypal
forms.
An ancient Egyptian may have witnessed a visitation of
Isis, a Greek would have marvelled at the sight of Demeter
and a good, God fearing Catholic would have been treated
to a vision of the Blessed Virgin Mary. None of them
would have been mistaken in their assessment of the
situation, nor taken in by the apparition. The function of
that particular energy would have been a beneficent,
nurturing, maternal impulse and nay divine mother
archetype would provide a suitable visible expression of
its function.
Other energies would give rise to different archetypal
images and throughout the course of history they would
have evolved in parallel to human consciousness. In
primitive cultures, the forces of nature would have first
drawn on totem animal forms to reflect their innate
qualities.
The Australian Aborigines still associated everyone of their
sacred sites with a totem animal, a wallaby, a snake, a
honey ant, etc. Thus a place called Dingo Rock, for

instance, will be so named because the genus loci takes
the form of a dingo who is the archetype or ancestor of all
those tribesmen whose totem is the dingo.
Similarly the oriental geomancers still have the dragons
and tigers that have personified the Earth’s energies in
that part of the world for the past 3,000 odd years.
Elsewhere bulls and bears loom large in folk legend and as
cult characterisations. In Britain, their counterparts linger
on in black dogs, red and white lions, red and green
dragons, white and black horses, etc. that feature strongly
in local legend, place names, old inn signs and occasionally
carved into the hillside as chalk figures.
At some stage the energy forms would have taken on
human characteristics, initially giving rise to half animal
and half human deities like centaurs, satyrs, Herne the
Hunter, Pan and the early Egyptian gods. Constantly
keeping pace with the development of human
consciousness, the gods eventually acquired completely
human characteristics and appeared as the familiar figures
that populate the Greek, Roman, Celtic and Norse
mythologies.
Literally these forces can be all things to all men, not to
mention all women. Whether as primal energies of
creation, as the Earth Goddess, as the pagan gods or as
the Holy Spirit of the one God, they are the common
denominators at the root of all spiritual experience and all
religions.
They have shaped human development and destiny since
the beginning of time and they do so to this day, whether
we are aware of it or not. The bulk of the planetary
populace unfortunately does not have an inkling of these
matters. Our present preoccupation with the material
world to the exclusion of all else has blinded us to the
reality of the spiritual world and its inhabitants.
As if to counteract this, the gods’ latest act of
metamorphosis brings them to our attention in a more
tangible form. They are now revealing themselves not
simply as an assortment of out dated deities, but as primal
forces that function through a set of geometric energy
patterns within the land. Each primary configuration of
sacred geometry embodies a divine archetype with whom
we can consciously interact if we wish so. The pentagonal
energy pattern carries the polarity of the feminine
archetypes. Pentagrams on the landscape suggest the
circuitry of the cosmic life force that presents itself as
Mother Earth.
The Earth, its gods and goddess, myths and legends are all
alive and can make this fact crystal clear to anyone who
cares to attune to the various levels of the Earth spirit at
her sacred energy centres. These forces, whether
personified as various divinities or

it, and renew a friendship.
Trees have a “beingness” about them, and a character.
Perhaps to explain this close relationship that we seem to
have with tree, is related to the fact that the DNA in trees
and animals is essentially the same. The only chemical
difference between chlorophyll in plants and red
haemoglobin in human blood, is that a magnesium atom
in one, replaces an iron atom in the other.

not, influence us constantly through the energies of the
Earth, through the collective unconscious of the world
soul or Earth Spirit and through our individual souls and
psyches.
(This is an adapted extract from Chris Street’s book
Earthstars – The Geometric Ground Plan Underlying
London’s Ancient Sacred Sites and its Significance for the
New Age)
Printed August 1994

Trees, Energy and Spirituality
Suzanne Thomas

Most people, when you talk to them of trees, generally
love them, and many could name a favourite tree, which
they have a closeness for. My favourite type of tree, is the
oak. This may because we had one growing in the garden,
when I was a child, and used to take great delight in the
“woolley bear” caterpillars that would drop from it. But I
also have favourite specific trees. One, an oak in
Glastonbury Abbey grounds, which looks up towards the
Tor. Whenever I go to Glastonbury I have to go and visit

Richard Thompson in his book, “The Brain: A Neuroscience
Primer” states, “The similarity of the genetic material in all
forms of life that exist in the world today, including
bacteria, plants, animals and people indicates that all
living organisms descended from the same single cellline.” Therefore we are all related to the same familial
line, and have a relationship to each other. How often
have we heard the spiritual truth that, “All is One”? Our
relationship with trees is vital. They give us life, i.e.
collecting the carbon dioxide, and changing it into oxygen
for us to breathe. So perhaps chopping down the forests,
was not one of mankind’s wisest choices.
Trees link the Earth to the Cosmic energies, which they
breathe in, and ground into the earth, via their root
system. When they breathe out, they breathe out the
energy of the earth.
Many years ago, I had the pleasure of listening to a tape,
which had the vibrational sound of each planet in the
Solar System. The vibrational sound of the earth made me
cry, because it sounded akin to a child crying in the dark.

Science confirms that the Earth hums, ie emits a low
frequency radio signal, the earth’s “vibration.” This is
known as the Shumann resonance, and can be detected
coming off trees. Research was done in America to see if
human thought could affect this vibration. A group circled
an oak tree, (sorry, I really don’t have an oak tree bias,)

and said a traditional Native American prayer. The tree
was hooked up to a machine akin to one that measures
the brainwaves in humans. During this experiment the
readings for this tree went off the scale. I know from my
own experience of working with energies, when a few
people are dowsing for the aura of a tree, the aura of the
tree expands. Which shows that our energies do affect
trees.
An experiment that you may wish to try with your
favourite tree, after asking it’s permission first, to feel the
flow of the energies. Stand close and relaxed in front of
the tree. Then stand with your back again the truck of the
tree, and note the difference. When facing inward, the
energy feels very contained, on facing outward it is very
expansive.
Trees are like people. There are feminine trees, and
masculine trees, which can easily be discerned by
dowsing, if you aren’t able to sense it. Trees have
characters, sometimes as a species others as an individual.
Certain species have a dislike of mankind. I remember a
friend telling me once, never sit under an elm tree, as they
have a dislike for mankind, due to Dutch elm disease, and
the cutting down of many elms. Elms are likely to drop a
branch or twig on an unwary sitter.
Trees do not live as separate entities. In Valerie
Worwood’s book, “The Fragrant Heaven,” she relates that
“Scientists in British Columbia’s, Ministry of Forests,
recently found that certain tree species can share
resources, by using an underground network of fungal
threads. Seedlings of Douglas Fir, Paper Birch and
Western Red Cedar were subjected to carbon dioxide
containing different carbon isotopes. Two years later,
10% of the carbon type, fed to the birch was found in the
fir. Both species, share mycorrhizal fungi, which created
the network between them and the carbon travelled
along this. Because the same fungi do not connect with
the cedar, its particular experimental carbon composition
was unaffected. This partly shows a strong relationship
between trees and fungi. In vibrational medicine terms,
tree essences work well in conjunction with fungi
essences as flower essences work well with grasses.
Trees are teachers, and healers. A basic form of tree
healing, is to still of stand with your back against a tree,
through a transfer of energy, strength may be gained, but
be aware of what species of tree that you pick.
Plants and trees are drawn to where they are needed, in a
healing sense, as people are drawn to them
Trees have many things to offer, both in wisdom and
health. They are energy beings, with much spirituality.
Written April 1999

Energies, Healing and Stones
Klaus Brudny
For me one of the most important things in life is fun – joy
– because as long as you are happy, everything works.
Basically I do not know anything, because everyday I am in
front of a new cosmos and I say, “That’s all I have to work
with.” But you can learn a few techniques to help yourself
to work with energies, and once you realise how energy
flows you can do anything. You become one with the
natural energies. Then you don’t need your instruments,
your rods, your pendulums or whatever you have. You
only need your hands and your body. Your body is the
most sensitive instrument that you have. You feel the
energies around you and maybe some of you can see
them.
When patients first come to see me in the little wooden
hut on the hillside behind my house in the Vienna Woods,
they have to walk up the hill and, while watching them, I
gain a lot of information. I notice how they move and
what colours they are wearing. The movement can tell
me, for example, if a person is totally closed and
depressed or too open. The colour of the clothes tells me
the state of the subconscious mind.
I start chatting while standing in the aura of the person.
You always have to ask people before you enter their
auras and interfere with their privacy. When we stand or
work in the aura of a patient, we exchange information
and can get information from the patient about his or her
health, subconscious mind, psychological situation and so
on. Because of our aura fields we are like aerials, always
receiving and sending energies. This is the
intercommunication between us and we can develop it
with plants and animals also. This is for me basic

knowledge of energies.
When I have got the information then I start working.
Once you have trained yourself a little to be sensitive to
these energies, you can check the imbalances in the aura.
You can feel them with your hands, or with rods or
pendulum. Enter the aura, check the chakras, for
example, and if they are not in the correct energy
position, then there is an imbalance of some kind. I go
through the whole of the aura field very carefully like a
scanner to see if there is any imbalance. You always have
to programme what you want as an answer, for example,
a reaction wherever there is an imbalance.
If I get a reaction, I can have a discussion with the patient
later on to see if they know what is going on there, but I
am careful not to plant fear in the subconscious mind of
the patient. I play down imbalances as I don’t want to
transmit fear. One of the most important parts of my
work is fighting fear. There are also other ways of
checking what these imbalances are. The face shows
everything, so do the fingernails, the hands, and so on. I
can press reflexology points to check things or use my
fingers programmed on acupuncture points to gain
information.

the pendulum over the stones and my hand over the
chakra (or vice a versa) and ask “Which stone will
harmonise the energy field?” It may sound too easy, but
there’s no need to complicate things. I work by chakra
colour.
Base – Black/Red
Navel – Orange
Solar Plexus – Yellow
Heart – Green/Pink
Throat – Light Blue
Brow – Dark Blue
Crown – Violet/White
This is basic information from the old Indian Vedic
treatment school. But you may not always use the right
colour for the chakra. Another colour may be required.
You can use all colours first to harmonise. If I do nothing
else, I harmonise the chakras.

Then I have to choose the right treatment; massage,
homoeopathy, stones, colours, herbs, Bach flower
remedies, sound therapy, psychology, prayer, healing or a
combination of these methods. But first I work manually
and blocked energies start to flow. The first step is to go
into the aura again and cleanse and harmonise it.
However before start working I have to check a few
things, such as how my own energy field is, because I
cannot work when I’m not harmonised myself. An easy
way to check this is to start circling your pendulum above
your hand and ask “How is my own energy fields?” Where
I’m standing when I ask this is important. If I’m on a water
line or negative line I will have a low reaction as this line
will take energy from my life energy. Therefore I have to
choose a neutral place to ask the question. If the
pendulum moves very slowly, then you have to recharge
your energy. You can expose yourself to the sun, do yoga,
take homeopathic remedies or whatever. When there is
too much energy, you really have to ground yourself.
If I’m in good shape, then I protect myself. I connect
myself with the light column through my crown chakra
and close my aura. Then I enter the aura of my patient
and put another energy field round the both of us, a dome
of energy, so that no negative influence can enter from
the outside. We both remain in the energy field
throughout the work, so I have to prepare my workplace
with all stones, colours, herbs and Bach remedies to hand.
If I want to know which stone to place on an unbalanced
chakra, I get the patient’s information, not mine. I hold

Labadorite
When you chose which stone to use on the body, you also
have to check it’s shape and the position and the direction
in which it has to be placed, as these have a different
vibration and polarity. If you do not have all the stones
with you, you can use rock crystal (clear quartz) because it
contains all the colours of the rainbow. I use it as a first
aid stone. You can always use a rock crystal, so I always
carry one with me. You have to work fast or the stones
may charge too much and unbalance the energy field.
Each problem in the energy field is a cry of the body, a
disharmony, so you change it.
Finishing is also important. I ask with my hand or my
pendulum, “Is that enough?” Normally I work on the skin,
not on clothes, and if I cannot move the stone easily and it
seems stuck on the skin, it means that it needs to be left
of a little longer. Then suddenly I can move it. When I can
move it, it’s ready to come off.

them. I get experience and knowledge from them. You
can also work with natural stones, not just with gem
stones. Out of doors I work with the rocks. I touch them
and get information about the energy situation of places.
Suddenly you get a picture. These stones work. There
must be a logical system behind all this. A stone is born
from a special energy situation, a line, an area, where
there is a certain quality of energy. If it is good energy on
a power line or intersection point and the stone grows
there for thousands of years, it is charged with this energy
and then it is a healing stone.
Quartz Crystal
All stones go to the bowl for washing. I harmonise the
aura again, clear it and throw away the energy debris, not
at anyone else, but to the earth. Finally I harmonise the
patient with the figure 8, the sign of infinity. If you can do
this, you can harmonise the aura, as an emergency
treatment. Start at the Solar Plexus. You can feel
whether to go clockwise or anti-clockwise with your
hands. The right way for that person is like stroking silk
and the wrong way like sandpaper. Take the figure of 8 up
over the head and down over the lower body 7 – 8 times
or whatever feels right to you. Then move out of the Solar
Plexus and the aura and that is the end of the work. I
leave patients to lie quietly for 10 – 15mins more to
stabilise all the energies. If they go immediately, half of
the energy is spoilt. Therefore I only see one patient
every 2 hours and not more than three a day, otherwise I
don’t have the energy.
When the stones are taken from the body, they
immediately go into a bowl of water, as I never use the
same stone again without cleaning it, because a stone has
an aura itself.
The energy system of a crystal can change. It can
remember and store energy, so the stone keeps the
energy of the patient and would transmit it to the next
patient, which is not good. Therefore I wash stones in
running water or in a bowl of water and expose them to
the sun, but not bright sun. Amethyst doesn’t like the
ultra violet rays. They turn it yellow and you can’t heal
with it anymore. Don’t put them in moonlight either, as
that has another polarity, a different technique. You can
charge stones, but never charge them with information,
because you hurt them. If stones crack I give them back
to Mother Earth, by digging them into the soil. They go
back there for healing. Sometimes you can work with
them again later. If not, they stay with Mother Earth.
Stones for me are living creatures. I talk to them. They
are my friends. They give me information. They are
helpers from the mineral kingdom. As I see them like that,
I never lock them away in the dark. They are always in my
bowls in the light so I can really have a connection with

For me the earth is a big crystal system and all over the
world there are places with special energies that we can
use to develop ourselves. In the former Soviet Union they
developed a computer model which shows all the lines
and points exactly as they were known by the ancient
Greeks. The people of a few thousand years ago knew a
lot more about the energies than we do. They knew
exactly where to build, whereas we build anywhere and
then get aches and pains and all sorts of problems
because we are on negative points. They never did that.
They placed their buildings on special lines and they used
energy by setting stones. This is the miracle of the
cromlechs, menhirs and stone circles.
We can work with technical knowledge to produce special
energy for special things. We can also use natural
energies and modify them and this is the knowledge that
our ancestors had. This is what is so interesting and
important for us just now, as we are entering the new age
of Aquarius. We are at the crossroads, I think, and that it
why I am here, why I work and why I gave up a paid job
which was very well paid with United Nations in Geneva.
(This article is taken from edited extracts of a talk and
workshop given at the Fountain Conference Mallorca,
April 1994.)

Gift to Kiev
Mollie Hegarty
In 1989 at the Fountain Conference in Brighton, a Russian
speaker Alexander Neklessa, spoke of many things
happening at that time in Russia (it was 2 months before
the Berlin Wall came down) including the strong spiritual
resurgence. It was decided that a link should be
established between Kiev and Glastonbury, the Christian
hearts of two great countries.

explained to Professor Igor Rokityansky while he was here
in England, he was very excited by the idea. The concept
of “healing places” was new to him and he returned to
Russia with names of contacts in the Russian groups.
It was suggested that the focal point or “Hara” could be
the Statue of St Vladimir which stands in the middle of
Kiev. The statue is already known to be surrounded with
strong energies.

Hamish Miller a blacksmith of note, made a replica of the
Wellhead cover at the Chalice Well at Glastonbury.
(Hamish, many years later, was given the job of making a
metal replacement for the wellhead at Chalice Well.)
When we left England we had no idea to whom or where
we would deposit our gift but as always when these things
are left to a higher source the Wellhead Cover was
presented to Father Boris in the cathedral of St Vladimir
during the service conducted by the Metropolitan of the
Ukraine. Thanks to Fountain, a plate was engraved which
will explain the purpose of the gift.
Written Winter 1991

Fountain on Malta
Peter Crowsley
Take 50 Fountaineers from assorted backgrounds and
belief systems, put them on Malta for a week or more,
throw in some outings, workshops and meetings with
some of the more interesting locals – and the resulting
recipe produces not so much a holiday, but a more
profound experience!
Thanks also to the generosity of David Russell and other
Fountain hosts who have entertained Professor Igor
Rokityansky of Kiev on a visit to England, he departed
home with the plate to give to Father Boris in Kiev.
The plate was engraved both in Russian and English as
followsA Replica of the Chalice Wellhead,
Glastonbury, England
This grill was brought with love as a
Symbolic link between the two ancient
Christian cities of Kiev and Glastonbury.
“May this link grow even stronger.”
Little time or opportunity arose to explain the Fountain
concept in Kiev although there are some small groups now
in both Moscow and St Petersburg, so when the idea was

Credit for organising the trip goes to Michael Cox and
Belle Collard, who overcame the collapse of British Island
Airways, and got us into San Pawl Hotel at 3am – hardly an
auspicious start!
But from the next morning it all started to happen. Chas
Holderness dowsed a five band negative line running
through the hotel, re routed it and lifted the feeling of the
place for us. We gazed at each others name tags, and
despite no opening introductions, friendships were struck
up, and the Fountain Group entity really took off.
The weeks weather was kind to us and some hardier souls
sample the unheated pool and even the sea, while the
rest of us battled with the Maltese attempt to make toast
and sampled their unique “tea”, (from desalinated water.)
The meal times gave us chance to circulate before
launchings onto the outings that had been arranged to the

sites of interest. Not that this was your average tourist
“Doing,” Malta”. For one thing Rene Bugby our guide, was
so intrigued by his charges who immediately leapt into
action with the rods and pendulums whenever we
disgorged from the coach that he tried it himself – and got
hooked on dowsing. What a marvellous friend and
ambassador for Fountain we had that week, such vast
knowledge of all things Maltese – and in five languages
too!

like-minded friends that most of us carried home.
The highlight for some of us was going with George and
Janet to meet Johann Blomeyer, who spoke and
demonstrated many deep things – powerful would be an
understatement, it took us quite a while to get earthed
again. It all reinforced the Hasim tape that Fountain work
is far bigger and important than most of us imagine. And
at one level the holiday was not finished.
Printed March 1990

The London Riots
Anne and Paul Adams

The opening trip was to the Mosta Dome – the Hara of
Malta – which was pierced by a German bomb into the full
congregation, but did not explode. Then to the Megalithic
temples of Hagar Qim (built 1000 years before the Giza
Pyramid) assisted by the remarkable George de Trafford
and Janet Trevisian who lead the Malta group.
What surprised many of us was the number of things to
see in such a small area: The “cart-tracks” of unknown
origin. The temples of GGantija on Gozo and Tarxian just
near the Hypogeum – the underground caves in Valetta
where we created some lovely sounding “OM’s” in the
deep chambers. The silent walled city of Rabat and so
many things connected to the Knights Templar and
Malta’s colourful history.

Back at the hotel David Thorpe’s talk and example of
“channelling” followed by a workshop gave most of us a
new perspective on that activity. Betty Walters spoke on
Hasim’s latest message to all Fountaineers, and Ken
Tebbutt led a lively open forum. Two healing sessions,
attunements, meditations and apologies for anything that
I have overlooked.
Should that appear too deep, Ellen Manser led the Circle
dancing and provided the fun aspects. Perhaps it was the
latter idea of fun, like sharing, listening and learning with

Paul and I were very close to the front line of the London
Riots (31st March 1990) and are sending our experience to
the magazine, as it might be helpful to others who find
themselves in a situation where there is work to be done,
not to be frightened or run away, but just to trust and to
get on with doing something helpful. So here it is.
We went out on a Saturday afternoon, as it was the eve of
our anniversary, with the intention of having a nice walk
around Covent Garden in the sunshine, and then go onto
St Martin’s Lane for a meal.
We got out of the tube at Leicester Square, and found
masses of people milling about and some very excited and
malicious vibrations. It soon became obvious from the
banners that it was the Poll Tax demonstration, which we
had completely forgotten about. The atmosphere was
very tense and excited and as we walked down to the Café
we saw a huge cloud of smoke going up over Trafalgar
Square on the South African Embassy side and wondered
if someone had succeeded in setting fire to that. There
was quite a few police about, just keeping people away
from the fire, and they told us, when asked, that a portacabins around Trafalgar Square and scaffolding around the
South African Embassy had been set on fire.
We went back to the Café, went in and sat down. About
five minutes later the vibration level went up and all hell
appeared to have broken loose outside. We looked out of
the window and it seemed to be raining – then we
realised it was rocks, pieces of scaffolding and glass flying
through the air. The waiters very effieciently moved us to
the back of the café, and the last view we had of the
window was something that looked like a railway sleeper
coming through!

Please email me through link with any comment, ideas,
thoughts, or your own offerings for the next Magazine.
Fountain International’s 30th Birthday on
29th
September 2011. In the next issue I will be putting in
reports of the event, as well as the Fountain Conference
held on 8th & 9th Oct 2011 at Saffron Walden.
We went back and sat down in a corner, deciding there
was work to be done. We went into meditation straight
away using the Charing Cross as our focus as this is a very
powerful energy point. We started to say the Great
Invocation together, silently. As we reached the word
“love” the whole place started to buzz, as we said the
word “Christ, the whole thing went “wouff” like a fountain
of energy, for a moment I could not remember the next
words to say.
We continued this way for what seemed like a very long
time, but actually only a few moments, focussing the
energy and saying the Great Invocation. As soon as we
had gone into meditation and sent up the call we felt an
enormous group of people with us, some we recognised
as being part of our local Fountain Group, but thousands
and thousands more, like points of light.
As I said, the energy coming through from the Source was
fantastic, all the helpers from “Upstairs” came straight
away! All they ever need is to be asked to help from an
unselfish point of view, not for one’s own personal power
or aggrandisement, and they are right in there. We could
feel the energy pulsing down through us and into the
Earth, and how it spread out gradually from around us and
around the Charing Cross. At first it felt difficult for the
energy to push through the enormous cloud of negativity
and then slowly, the Love spread and the atmosphere
became calmer. All we were channelling was
Unconditional Love, not asking for anything nor putting
any pictures of our personal idea of harmony, just Love.
Love is all the power we need.
Love is a very wonderful and explosive force, sometimes
what happens can seem rough so do not always expect
immediate calm and peace and do not ask for that. When
you feel a need to ask for calm and peace it is your own
fear talking, not the work of the plan! Just trust in the
power of Love to bring about a right ending and right
human relationships – even at first you don’t understand
what is going on. We are very unlikely to have the
complete picture whilst we are here on Earth, so we are
not in a position to make judgements! Just send out the
Love through your focus point.
In Love and Light
Hope that you have enjoyed reading this first issue of the
Fountain International Magazine.

Full details of the next Fountain International Conference
in Torquay, 21st and 22nd April 2012, will also be available
by 2nd February 2012.
Finally, when the thought of getting a Fountain
International Magazine back up and running, it felt like a
Christmas present. Initially, we were aiming for December
as first issue, but things have run smoothly, so we are able
to download earlier.
So I’m sorry to bring up the subject so early.
Happy Xmas
And
New Year
May it be full of
Pure Love and Light
A Christmas Gift
David Stewart Miller
As Christmas Day approaches, a special
Gift is being contemplated, just for you:
In case you haven’t guessed, I’ll give a clue:
Fat and jolly, like a bowl full of gel,
This gift is meant as my way to renew
Our commitment to each other’s future
Faithfulness: it is kind, selfless and pure
More like the centre of one’s being, so true:
You’ve guessed it, haven’t you? Only the soul
Has attributes so worthy of such Praise:
Ev’ryone looks to it for help these days,
And it symbolises a Man who’s whole.
Remember, ev’ry night when we’re apart,
The only thing that counts: the Loving Heart.

For those of you who remember the old Fountain
Conferences at the Rozel Hotel in Weston Super Mare.
Now the site of these luxury flats.

It’s a Goodnight from him.
And Goodnight from me.
Suzanne Thomas

